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Introduction
This 130-page “AI for Drug Discovery, Biomarker Development and 
Advanced R&D Landscape Overview 2020” report marks the ninth 
installment in a series of reports on the topic of the Artificial Intelligence 
(AI) application in pharmaceutical research industry that DKA Pharma 
Division have been producing since 2017.
The main aim of this series of reports is to provide a comprehensive 
overview of the industry landscape in what pertains adoption of AI in 
drug discovery, clinical research and other aspects of pharmaceutical 
R&D. This overview highlights trends and insights in a form of 
informative mind maps and infographics as well as benchmarks the 
performance of key players that form the space and relations within the 
industry. This is an overview analysis to help the reader understand what 
is happening in the industry nowadays and possibly give an idea of what 
is coming next.
Substantial updates has been introduced since the previous edition, 
which highlight fast-pacing industry dynamics, and overall growth of 
investment and business development activity in the area of 
pharmaceutical AI. The lists of AI-biotech companies, biotech investors, 
and pharma organizations have been expanded to include new entities, 
and a new list of leading contract research organizations (CROs) has 
been added to outline the growing interest of contract research industry 
in the advanced data analytics technologies. We have also revisited data 
and chapters from the last edition, and reflected on the changes that 
occured ever since. 
Alongside investment and business trends, the report also provides 
technical insights into some of the latest achievements in the AI 
application and research.
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The US is still firmly in the lead in terms of its proportion of AI for Drug Discovery companies. Interestingly, Asia currently has the fifth-lowest 
proportion of AI for Drug Discovery companies. However, Asia-Pacific region has begun to aggressively increase its activity in the space in terms of 
investments into foreign companies (largely US-based companies), and we expect to see an increase in the number of AI for Drug Discovery 
Companies located in the Asia-Pacific region generally, and in China particularly.

54.4%US

6.7%Canada

13.4%EU

14.2%UK

240 AI Companies: Regional Proportion

2.5%China

8.4%Asia

0.4%Australia
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55%US

30%EU

10%UK

20 CROs: Regional Proportion

5%China

The United States leads the AI race on the level of Contract Research Organizations as well, with 55% of CROs being based in the US. It is followed by 
the European Union with around 30%. The other 10% have their headquarters in the UK. China represents only 5% of the AI-interested CROs, which 
would probably increase in the following years due to Chinese strategy on AI implementation and large investments in the AI industry.



In this report we have profiled 240 actively 
developing AI-driven biotech startups, adding some 
40 companies since our 2019 edition. A steady 
growth in the “AI for Drug Discovery sector” can be 
observed in terms of substantially increased amount 
of venture capital pouring into the AI-driven biotech 
startups (around $1.9B in 2020 alone, so far), the 
increasing number of research partnerships between 
leading pharma organizations and AI-biotechs, and 
AI-technology vendors, a continuing pipeline of 
industry developments, research breakthroughs, and 
proof of concept studies, as well as exploding 
attention of leading media and consulting companies 
to the topic of AI in pharma and healthcare. 
Some of the leading pharma executives increasingly 
see AI as not only a tool for lead identification, but 
also a more general tool to boost biology research 
and identify new biological targets and develop novel 
disease models. 
The main focus of AI research for today is still on 
small molecules as a therapeutic modality. 

Big Pharmas active in 
AI-focused partnerships

8 Deals

4 Deals

6 Deals

7 Deals

3 Deals

The pharmaceutical AI sector is “heating up”
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Target Discovery and Early Drug Discovery 

● Analyze data sets, form hypotheses and generate novel insights
● Identify novel drug candidates
● Analyze data from patient samples in both healthy and diseased 

states to generate novel biomarkers and therapeutic targets
● Predict binding affinity and other pharmacological properties of 

molecules
● Allow filtering for drug-like properties of molecules
● Reduce complexity in protein design

Design and Processing of Preclinical Experiments

● Reduce time, money, and uncertainty in planning experiments
● Decode open- and closed-access data on reagents and get 

actionable insights
● Automate selection, manipulation, and analysis of cells
● Expedite development of cell lines and automate manufacturing of 

cellular therapeutics
● Automate sample analysis with a robotic cloud laboratory

Repurposing of Existing Drugs

● Rapidly identify new indications for many known drugs
● Match existing drugs with rare diseases
● Conduct experimental biology at scale by testing 1000+ of 

compounds on 100+ of cellular disease models in parallel
● Generate novel biomarkers and therapeutic targets

Clinical Trials

● Optimize clinical trial study design
● Transform diverse streams of biomedical and healthcare data 

into computer models representative of individual patients
● Deliver personalized medicine at scale by revealing optimal health 

interventions for individual patients
● Analyze medical records to find patients for clinical trials
● Automate matching cancer patients to clinical trials through 

personal medical history and genetic analysis
● Improve pathology analysis
● Identify patients that would benefit from novel therapies

Aggregation and Synthesis of Information

● Extract knowledge from literature
● Generate insights from thousands  of unrelated data sources
● Improve decision-making 
● Eliminate blind spots in research
● Identify competitive whitespace

Application of AI for Advanced R&D to Address Pharma Efficiency Challenges



The total amount of VC funding in AI-biotech startups increased in 
2020 (as of November) by around 23%, compared to 2019, 
approaching a total of $1.9B, which is also more than in 2015, 2016 
and 2017 combined. 

There is an increasing number of late-stage mega-rounds (e.g. B, C), 
including hundreds of millions. The apparent trend is sector 
consolidation, where a number of AI-startups have achieved 
substantial leadership and grown in resources and technology, while 
others have lagged behind and had to focus on niche service-oriented 
segments of drug discovery. Several AI startups also went out of 
business. 

Some of the major deals included: 
● insitro with their $143 million (Series B); 
● XtalPi with $319 million (Series C); 
● Atomwise with $123 million (Series B); 
● Recursion Pharmaceuticals with $239 million (series D);
● AbCellera with the sum of $105 million (Series B).

An important driver of growth for the sector is a substantial shift in Big 
Pharma’s interest in AI technology from “nice to try” to “strategically 
important”. Such increasing market demand will drive more exits in 
future, and is important for heating up the investor’s interest in this 
sector.

Investment landscape at a glance (Q4 2019 — Q3 2020)
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Third Rock Ventures
Boston, Massachusetts, US

Obvious Ventures
San Francisco, California, US

Data Collective DCVC
San Francisco, California, US

Y Combinator
Mountain View, California, US

GV
Mountain View, California, US

StartX
Palo Alto, California, US

AME CLoud Ventures
Palo Alto, California, US

San Francisco

California

Refactor Capital
Burlingame, California, US

United States
Massachusetts

Atlas Venture
Cambridge, Massachusetts, US

Lili Ventures
Indianapolis, Indiana, US

Sequoia Capital
Menlo Park, California, US

Andreessen Horowitz
Menlo Park, California, US

Felicis Ventures
Menlo Park, California, US

Khosla Ventures
Menlo Park, California, US

Menlo Park

Top-50 AI for Drug Discovery Investors

SR One
Cambridge, Massachusetts, US

OS Fund
Park Ridge, Illinois, US

ARCH Venture Partners
Chicago, Illinois, US

SOSV
Princeton, New Jersey, US

Illinois

General Catalyst
Cambridge, Massachusetts, US

Other States
Bill & Melinda Gates 
Foundation
Seattle, Washington, US

United 
Kingdom

ZhenFund
Beijing, China

WuXi 
AppTec
Shanghai, China

Baidu Ventures
Beijing, China

Beijing

China
Tencent Holdings
Shenzhen, China

Shanghai

Vertex Ventures
Palo Alto, California, US

Intel Capital
Santa Clara, California, US

Amadeus Capital Partners
London, England, United Kingdom

Casdin Capital
New York, New York, US

Alexandria Venture
San Francisco, California, US

Lilly Asia Ventures
Shanghai, China

National Institutes of 
Health
Bethesda, Maryland, US

500 Startups
San Francisco, California, US

Celgene
Summit, New Jersey, US F-Prime Capital

Cambridge, Massachusetts, US

Foresite Capital
San Francisco, California, US

Founders Fund
San Francisco, California, US

SoftBank Vision Fund
London, England, United Kingdom

Baillie Gifford
Edinburgh, Edinburgh, United Kingdom

8VC
San Francisco, California, US

UK Innovation & Science Seed Fund
Harwell, Oxfordshire, United Kingdom

Luminous Ventures
London, England, United Kingdom

Qiming Venture Partners
Shanghai, China

RA Capital Management
Boston, Massachusetts, US

Other

Alexandria Real Estate 
Equities
Pasadena, California, US

Mubadala Capital | 
Ventures US
San Francisco, California, US

Palo Alto

Mountain View

New York

Johnson & Johnson 
Innovation
New Brunswick, New Jersey, US

Two Sigma Ventures
New York, New York, US

IA Ventures
New York, New York, US

Perceptive Advisors
New York, New York, US

Inovia Capital
Montréal, Quebec, Canada

Creative Destruction 
Lab
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Canada

Switzerland Nextech Invest
Zürich, Zurich, Switzerland

Belgium
EASME - EU Executive Agency 
for SMEs
Brussels, Brussels Hoofdstedelijk 
Gewest, Belgium
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Dynamics of Investments into 240 AI Companies 
(in millions of USD per year)

Source: BioPharmaTrend
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https://www.biopharmatrend.com/our-products/ai-report/?fbclid=IwAR24GckshN_Y5OJYVllDloxyC79xDIsi1CrsN3uz9MpSLSnJZl3lSHsWIK8


Top-50 Investors in AI Companies
INVESTORS AI Companies                 Investments overall

GV 13 AI for Drug Discovery 
Companies 24

Casdin Capital 10 AI for Drug Discovery
Companies 11

Creative 
Destruction Lab

10 AI for Drug Discovery 
Companies 10

Y Combinator 9 AI for Drug Discovery 
Companies 14

Alexandria Venture 8 AI for Drug Discovery 
Companies 11

WuXi AppTec 7 AI for Drug Discovery 
Companies 8

Andreessen 
Horowitz

6 AI for Drug Discovery 
Companies 9

EASME - EU 
Executive Agency 
for SMEs

6 AI for Drug Discovery 
Companies 6

Lilly Asia Ventures 6 AI for Drug Discovery 
Companies 9

OS Fund 6 AI for Drug Discovery 
Companies 9
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● The first scalable AI approaches for Drug Discovery and Advanced R&D were developed and several 
industry players with forward-thinking executives started launching pilot collaborations and making small 
investments.

● However, only few market players believed in  the technology.

● Because AI is still a young approach within the life sciences, many pilot projects failed, creating a lot of 
criticism towards the use of deep learning for Drug Discovery and Advanced R&D. 

● Since then the race for the acquisition of the best, AI startups began.
● Testing of the technology began.

● Capitalization of the industry was continuously growing.
● Many bets of early investors appeared to be justified.
● Over the next several years, we can expect to see VC firms and subsidiary funds focused exclusively on 

the AI for Drug Discovery subsector, and funds that invest in a maximally-diverse number of AI for Drug 
Discovery companies.

● It is going to be an important milestone in transitioning from the quantity of AI-related collaborations, 
investments, and M&As to qualitative gains — first practical validations of previously conducted research 
might be appearing during this year. 

● Competition for the most successful pharma AI companies will increase drastically.

● Pretty much all big players in pharma industry are concerned with AI adoption, the tech has become a 
strategic priority, among other things.

2013-2015

2016-2017

2018

2019

The first AI 
approaches

Criticism 

Market cap 
growth

Transition 
from quantity 

to quality

AI for Drug Discovery Market Timeline

Intensive 
competition 2020-2021

Deep Pharma Intelligence



A growing number of collaborations involving AI for drug discovery

Summarizing industry observations over the last five years, we can observe a 
fundamental shift in perception of top executives at leading pharmaceutical 
organizations about the need of advanced AI technologies. Since 2015, there has 
been an obvious shift in the perception from skepticism and cuasious interest, all 
the way to a realization of a strategic role AI has to play in the emerging 
“data-centric” model of innovation. This change in perception was underpinned by 
a number of factors: 

- a wave of proof-of-concept studies and research breakthroughs in a wide 
range of AI application use cases;

- A number of commercial successes and successfully reached 
milestones, involving AI as a central element of research

- Substantial advances in democratizing AI technology, where machine 
learning and deep learning algorithms become available at scale to 
non-AI experts. 

- Substantial increase in the overall understanding of AI “mechanics”, due 
to increasing efforts in the education and professional development with 
a focus on AI-driven tools and approaches. 

Pharmaceutical companies of all sizes start competing for AI-expertise, talent, 
and partnerships. In this report we summarize some othe most high-profile such 
collaborations, involving top-20 pharma giants. Even though, we can see a clear 
uprising trend in the number of collaborations, focused on AI-drug design, and 
other aspects of data mining and analytics.      

The rising interest of leading pharma and contract 
research organizations towards AI-driven biotech 
startups is a major driver for the area to become 
more attractive for investors, since the industry is 
becoming well-suited for successful exit 
strategies in future. 



Corporation and AI-companies Participating in the Pharma AI Deals

Pharma Partners AI and Biotech Partners

Tech Partners
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Top 10 Leading Corporations by The Number of Major Pharma AI Deals

The leading players by the amount of major 
industry partnerships are Bayer, Pfizer and 

AstraZeneca.

Implications

These companies demonstrate increasing 
commitment to probing the grounds in the AI 
space — by investing into internal programs, 
as well as partnering with external AI vendors 
to pilot programs in drug discovery and other 
research areas. 

The most common type of deals are true 
partnerships and saving the costs deals.

The leading big pharma brands are 
increasingly open to partnerships with AI 
startups and biotechs to get competitive 
edge, and mitigate the problem of declining 
R&D efficiency.
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Notable AI Breakthroughs

March, 2018

Deep Pharma Intelligence

IBM Watson released a cognitive computing platform for Clinical trial matching that has shown significant improvement in patient enrollment rate at 
Mayo Clinic. Since its implementation in the Mayo clinic in 2016, the platform demonstrated an 80% increase in enrollment in clinical trials for breast 
cancer. The platform also significantly reduced the time to match a clinical trial to one patient.

October, 2018

Healx has prepared a rare disease drug for a Phase 2a clinical trial in 15 months. Healx has demonstrated the power of combining domain expertise, 
deep learning, and proprietary data. As a  result, the company implemented a scalable platform for drug discovery — Healnet. The drug was created 
for the of Fragile X syndrome. It tooks 15 month to conduct lead discovery, preclinical validation, and submitting a publication.

December, 2018

DeepMind built AlphaFold platform to predict 3D protein structure that outperformed all other algorithms. AlphaFold won the CASP13 competition. 
AlphaFold was able to most accurately predict the shape for 25 of the 43 proteins from scratch without using previously solved proteins as 
templates. AlphaFold uses two methods based on deep neural networks: one is trained to predict the distances between pairs of certain amino 
acids, and the other estimates the possible angles of chemical bonds between them.

January, 2019

Recursion Pharmaceuticals has announced progress in its collaboration with Takeda. Recursion has evaluated Takeda’s preclinical and clinical 
molecules in over 60 indications in less than 18 month. New drug candidates were identified for 15 indications. Recursion’s AI-enabled drug 
discovery platform   combines massive biological data generation at scale with state-of-the-art machine learning that can draw meaning from 
millions of microscopy images generated in Recursion’s laboratory with Takeda’s compounds.
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Computational Methods Used by the Most Advanced AI Companies

Company Computational methods used Technology Abstract

Ardigen Bioinformatics, Deep Learning, NLP

Ardigen is a Polish bioinformatics company, part of the Selvita Group. The 
company is active in the field of laboratory information management systems, 
biological and clinical data analysis, Big Data integration, as well as custom 
application development. Through its know-how, experience and products, Ardigen 
supports the life science and healthcare industries in executing the idea of 
personalized medicine. Ardigen employs world-class specialists in the field of 
bioinformatics, biotechnology, mathematics, statistics and computer science.

Atomwise
Machine Learning, Deep Learning 
(Convolutional neural networks), 

cheminformatics

AtomNet is the first drug discovery algorithm to use a deep convolutional neural 
network. It excels at understanding complex concepts as a combination of 
smaller and smaller pieces of information. AtomNet has been predicting new 
potential treatments for two years. It has already explored questions in cancer, 
neurological diseases, antivirals, antiparasitics, and antibiotics.

BenchSci NLP, Deep Learning, Machine 
Learning

Decodes open- and closed-access data on reagents such as antibodies and 
present published figures with actionable insights. It allows researchers to: reduce 
time, money, and uncertainty in planning experiments.

BenevolentAI Machine Learning, Deep Learning, 
symbolic AI, cheminformatics

Evolved from text mining and semantic linking into knowledge graphs. Recent 
small efforts into DL and computational chemistry mostly for PR.
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AbbVie is a global, research-based biopharmaceutical company formed in 2013 following separation from Abbott. The company's 
mission is to use its expertise, dedicated people and unique approach to innovation to develop and market advanced therapies that 
address some of the world's most complex and serious diseases.

There is not much information about use of artificial intelligence in drug discovery by AbbVie. But it does have a confidential project listed with 
Atomwise. Also, in September 2016, together with its partner AiCure, AbbVie announced how its AI-based patient monitoring platform improved 
adherence in an AbbVie phase 2 schizophrenia trial.

Main focus areas:

Most Innovative R&D Approaches of AI in Biopharma. Abbvie

Schizophrenia

Source Crunchbase

The way AI is used:
● to visually confirm medication ingestion;
● to increase medication adherence in patients;
● to use data to assess effectiveness of treatment.

Cooperation:
● AiCure
● Mission Therapeutics

Alzheimer’s 
Disease

Parkinson's 
Disease

https://www.crunchbase.com/organization/abbvie#section-overview


Deep Pharma Intelligence is producing regular analytical reports on major areas of high-potential in the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries, 
maintaining ratings of companies and governments based on their innovation potential and business activity in the BioTech space, and providing 
strategic consulting and investment intelligence services to top-tier clients, including major investment funds and banks, family offices, insurance 
companies, government organizations, and big pharma companies among others. The company is a joint venture between the two highly specialized 
UK-based market intelligence hubs in Pharma / BioTech space: 

Pharma Division of Deep Knowledge Analytics (PD-DKA), a specialized 
subsidiary of Deep Knowledge Analytics (DKA), the leading analytical 
entity specifically focused on deep intelligence of the high-potential areas 
in the pharma industry, including artificial intelligence (AI) for drug 
discovery sector. 

Deep Knowledge Analytics Pharma Division serves as the main source of 
investment intelligence and analytics for AI-Pharma, a specialized index 
hedge fund for the AI in the drug discovery sector. PD-DKA’s insights are 
frequently covered by top media such as Forbes and the Financial Times, 
and are acknowledged by top pharma executives. 

Recently, MIT named this division a top technology think-tank, 
acknowledging the AI ranking framework it developed.

BPT Analytics (BiopharmaTrend) - a rapidly growing analytical portal and 
media resource, dedicated to tracking emerging companies 
(startups/scaleups), innovations, investments, and trends in the pharma 
and biotech space.

BiopharmaTrend’s reports and articles were  referenced by Deloitte, 
Forbes, and other high profile media and consulting companies.

BiopharmaTrend is a media partner to a number of top-tier conferences 
and symposia in preclinical and clinical research, and healthcare research.

About Deep Pharma Intelligence
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Deep Pharma Intelligence:
Upcoming Projects and Analytical Tools

3D Visualisation Prototypes

Deep Pharma Intelligence Big Data Analytics Dashboard
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Deep Pharma Intelligence (DKA) Disclaimer.

The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Deep Pharma Intelligence. The information herein is believed by DKA to be reliable but DKA makes no representation as to the accuracy or completeness of 
such information. There is no guarantee that the views and opinions expressed in this communication will come to pass. DKA may provide, may have provided or may seek to provide advisory services to one or more 
companies mentioned herein. In addition, employees of DKA may have purchased or may purchase securities in one or more companies mentioned in this report. Opinions, estimates and analyses in this report 
constitute the current judgment of the author as of the date of this report. They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of DKA and are subject to change without notice. DKA has no obligation to update, modify or 
amend this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, estimate, forecast or analysis set forth herein, changes or subsequently becomes inaccurate. This 
report is provided for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell or a solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy in 
any jurisdiction.

www.deep-pharma.tech

E-mail: info@deep-pharma.tech Website: deep-pharma.tech

Link to the Report: deep-pharma.tech/landscape-overview
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